Subject: Exam1
Posted by Izhang47 on Fri, 04 Mar 2016 16:48:45 GMT

Will we have any practice questions or just go back to looking over previous quiz? Thanks!

Subject: Re: Exam1
Posted by luth on Sat, 05 Mar 2016 22:43:50 GMT

Previous quizzes + amortized analysis. Growth of functions and order notation from the prereq exam.

Subject: Re: Exam1
Posted by jrmelton on Tue, 08 Mar 2016 22:49:26 GMT

Will you post the correct answers to the previous quizzes?

Subject: Re: Exam1
Posted by luth on Wed, 09 Mar 2016 00:43:22 GMT

We can discuss specific questions.

Subject: Re: Exam1
Posted by amgabriel on Wed, 09 Mar 2016 15:58:30 GMT

Just to clarify, we are allowed to have a cheat sheet right? I believe it was allowed to be front and back (of normal sized paper), and could be typed or handwritten. Is this correct? Thank you.

Subject: Re: Exam1
Posted by luth on Wed, 09 Mar 2016 16:20:06 GMT

amgabriel wrote on Wed, 09 March 2016 09:58:Just to clarify, we are allowed to have a cheat sheet right? I believe it was allowed to be front and back (of normal sized paper), and could be typed or handwritten. Is this correct? Thank you.
That is correct.